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Nate and serena relationship

The relationship between Nate and Serena, also known as Serena, is a friendship and a romantic past relationship between Nate Archibald and Serena Vander Woodsen. Overall, Nate and Serena have been close friends since childhood. Nate lost his virginity to Serena shortly before the wedding.
Throughout the series, they remain best friends. In season 3, they entered into a romantic relationship, but broke up in the final of the season. The last tango, Paris. Serena eventually loved Dan Humphrey and chose to stay with him over Nate, although it sometimes took time to reconcile Nate and Serena
remained good friends for the rest of the show. Nate attended Dan and Serena's wedding. The novel in the Gossip Girl series, Nate and Serena, reopened, closed again. They lose their virginity to each other in a prequel dress, it must be you, in the summer before Serena leaves for boarding school.
When Serena returns, their antics often lead to the breakup of Nate and Blair Waldorf. Serena realizes her love for Nate at various points in the series, one of the main reasons stopping their relationship is that their best friend, Blair, falls in love with Nate as well. In the last book, I'll always love you, Nate
picks Blair in Episode 1 and then Serena in the second part. Nate finally ends up, too, and Blair and Serena go out together as best friends on holiday. Serena's tv adaptation is why Nate and Blair broke up. Serena and Nate slept together at Sheppard's wedding during their sophomore years before the
start of Season 1 as a junior. They finally reunited for a third season, but in the final of the season they broke up for good, season 1 in the first season, when Serena came back, Nate hopes to give a real chance to their relationship. But Serena refused. I don't want to hurt Blair again after sleeping with
Nate. However, Serena still agrees to meet nate to talk about their current situation. After Nate promised Blair that he would never see or talk to Serena again after revealing that he slept with her, he gave Serena an evening shoulder during Ivy Week. Throughout their friendship season, Serena dated
Nate, dating Vanessa Abrams. At the end of Season 1, they are seen together as summer welcome friends, season 2, season 2, season 2, opening with Nate and Serena, pretending to be a date to keep Serena from breaking up with Dan and to cover Nate's secret relationship with Katherine Beaton. As
the season progresses, both Nate and Serena are dating someone else. Serena is back with Dan and dating Aaron Rose and Gabrielle Edwards in a short time. Nate continued his relationship with Katherine, although after a while did so because she blackmailed him. He's also dating Vanessa, but the
pair broke up because of her son's. and differences in their interests. At the end of the season, Nate is back with Blair, but they agree to end their relationship when they graduate. Throughout the season, Nate and Serena remained really close friends, season three, Nate realized that he still had feelings
for Serena and tried to act on them, but stopped when Serena had an affair with his cousin Tripp van der Bilt. Nate told Serena he's been mad at her for years since Sheppard's wedding. They started dating officially in The Hurt Locket Gossip Girl dubs two golden pairs due to their attractiveness and pure
pleasure. Most of their relationships are happy, but different problems test them, Jenny Humphreys continues to crush Nate and tries several times to get between them but fails. Serena's father, William Van der Woodsen, is back in the picture with Carter Baizen, and that's why trust issues arise with
Serena and Nate. After Dr. Vander Woodsen left town after the scandal, Serena leaned on the border to support and kiss the two. The next morning, Jenny sees the two lying in his bed and sends a picture to Gossip Girl, Nate sees it, and after confronting Dan and Serena decides to forgive her. However,
Serena is aware of her love for Dan and ends her relationship with Nate, hoping to get back into her true love affair with Dan. Season 4, season 4, Nate and Serena are not romantically involved. It opens with Nate still heartbroken over breaking up with Serena. They're speaking conditional, but not very
friendly. Nate started dating Juliet Sharp, a girl who was obsessed with bringing Serena down. However, Nate soon decided to beat Serena. Serena ends up in a situation where she has to choose between Nate and Dan, nate still cares about her, but is removed when Juliet pretends to be Serena and
kisses both Nate and Dan. Nate clarifies that this is serena's behavior in general and he won't let her pull him back. Dan disagrees. In rehab, Serena admits to Dan that she chose him as the only one she came to kiss. Season 5, season 5, Nate and Serena's romantic opportunity officially ended. On Blair's
wedding day, Nate told Dan that he had never had an honest relationship, and the only woman he chased was wrong for him. On the same day, Serena accepted her eternal love for Dan and told him she always loved him and him. The sixth season of the final, Nate is there while Serena is married to
Dan. Community content is available under CC-BY-SA unless otherwise stated. I'm so sorry I left the morning after. I didn't mean to hurt you. I Anyway, we can go back that night because this time I knew you loved me, and you know I love you — Serena went to Nate, sixteen-year-old Virgin 3x13–3x22
(2010; 4.5 months). Nate and Serena's relationship, also known as Serenat, is a friendship and a romantic relationship between Nate Archibald and Serena van der Woodsen. The pilot hopes to give Serena a real romantic relationship when she returns from boarding school. However, Serena refuses to
hurt Blair any more than she already has. Before sleeping with Blair for the first time. She eventually decided to forgive Nate, but ordered him not to talk to Serena again. In The Wild Brunch, Nate meets Serena at the Palace Hotel, where she lives temporarily with her mother Lily Vander Woodsen. While
there, he ran into Serena's new love interest, Dan Humphrey, at Bart Bass's annual brunch for his foundation, he asked Serena if they could have a personal moment to talk. However, Blair was determined to have sex with Nate and happily needed it when Chuck Bass gave him the keys to his suite. I
don't know if Nate's planning to meet Serena there. When he arrived with Blair, she found out he planned to meet Serena and tell Dan what had happened. Later that day, he agreed not to talk to Serena again to be with Blair. In the Blair Bitch project, Nate goes to Dan when his sister Jenny Humphrey
asks for strange favors. He accidentally interrupted a date between Serena and Dan for help. Then stay with Serena to catch up. In Woman on the Verge, he works with Blair and Chuck to help Serena move on from a traumatic night with Georgina Sparks. In the final of the season, a lot of 'I do' about
anything, he and Serena plan to hang out in the summer where they will both be in the Hamptons. In the summer premiere season of The Wonderful Kind, it's revealed that Nate and Serena have spent the summer pretending to date so she can move on from Dan and Nate can have a relationship with
Katherine Beaton married. During the white party, Serena kisses Nate to help make Katherine jealous and active. In enough about Eve, Serena goes to Nate for help in freeing her boyfriend Carter Byzantine from the Buckley family. Those who planned to send him to the oil rig to avenge him abandoned
his wedding to Beth Buckley. Nate set them up to play a poker game with Beth's brother PJ Buckley and convinced them to play Carter's sentence, so that he trusted the group, Nate offered them a photo of his cousin Tripp van der Bilt smoking marijuana at his bachelor party in exchange for them playing
Carter's hand. However, PJ won the pool and Nate was forced to hand over the photos. Later that day, Serena overtheirnet told him. William van der Bilt says their plan is perfect. When she confronted him about it, Nate confessed that he knew they were going to lose the game, and when they did, they
would release a true picture of Tripp so that Buckley looked like they were faking the shooting. Grandpa: Episode 2, Serena begins to get close to Tripp and finally begins having an affair with him on the last day of the disco stick Meanwhile, Nate realizes that he still has feelings for Serena. But it didn't



take on them when he saw that she was engaged to Tripp. Over Thanksgiving, he received a video of Serena and Tripp in an elevator at the Empire Hotel and performed with Tripp's wife, Maureen Vanderbilt. They both confronted both over it and Lily was too hot. She ordered Serena to end her affair or
be evicted from her apartment. But Serena chose to leave when she found a letter from her father that Lily was hiding. During her exit, Nate tries to stop Serena by confessing his feelings, but she goes further (Serena Maddre's treasure). The next day, she found tripp lying to her and forcing him to drive
back to the city. On the way back, they had a car accident and when she discovered her head injury, Tripp abandoned the scene, Nate, who figured Tripp was lying to Serena. It happened at the scene and followed Serena to the hospital. He saw Tripp there and punched him in the face before telling him
not to approach Serena again. After that, he stayed with Serena at the hospital all night (The Debarted) when Serena was released from the hospital, and Nate began a romantic relationship. However, the two were instructed to take things slowly, and Nate did so by inviting and then inviting Serena from
dinner with the French ambassador. Upset that Serena joined an old friend Damien Dalgaard, but ended up dating Nate at dinner. After this, they become official (lockett hurt) in The Inglourious Bassterds, Serena plans a special surprise birthday party from Nate, but Jenny tries to undermine the effort
because she's crushing Nate. During the party, she kissed a stunned Nate and told her he was with Serena and didn't care. He and Serena spent the night together. Soon after, Chuck offered a wedding to Dorota Kishlowski and Vanya. Meanwhile, Serena meets Carter, whom Nate discovers only after he
finds Carter's hotel room key in her pocket. He confronted her about it, but she brushed it off, promising to be meaningless, before the wedding, Carter told Serena that he knew where her father was and they could go that night if he had gone with her. Serena chose to go out with Carter but kicked him out
of the car when she learned he was lying when he knew her father's location. On the way. She tried to call Nate, but she was only able to pick up Jenny. She asked her to text Nate, but she didn't because she wanted Nate for herself (the undisclosed brightness of being). When Serena returned to Dr.
Estrangeloved, she found that Nate was not happy at all, abandoned. After they spent a day arguing, Nate went with Jenny and Chuck to an art party in Brooklyn. After they argued briefly by phone, they were told they had to go to the Nate goes back to the empire with Jenny, who tells him he deserves
better than Serena. She tried to kiss him, but Nate pushed her away, Unbeknownst with them, Serena went into the room and saw the whole thing. She explained to Nate that she tried to call him and Jenny didn't text Nate and then kicked Jenny out of the suite to talk to Serena who told him that Lily had
cancer and her father William Vander Woodsen was back in town but the two gathered together, who began to be happy with each other again. Nate encourages Serena to spend time with her mother and encourages her to move back home to support Lily. Serena decided not to, but changed her mind
when she was head butted with Jenny. That night, Serena learned from her neighbour Holland Kemble that Rufus cheated on Lily (it was the father of the world), as a result, Serena started iceing Rufus out of the family and the secret finally came out to everyone. However, Nate, Dan, Blair, Chuck and
Jenny all admit that there's no way Rufus would cheat on Lily. They worked together to reveal William and Holland's plans, which they could figure out. Nate called a high-ranking police detective to arrest William to prescribe lily drugs that she no longer needed to have cancer. When Serena finds out nate
called her father to be arrested, In last season's Tango, then Paris, Jenny meets Serena and Dan lying in his bed together in the attic. She took a photo and sent it to Gossip Girl, who posted it. Serena heads to the empire to explain to Nate that nothing has happened and blames him for calling the police
in William. Later that day, Dorota went to work and everyone gathered at the hospital. Meanwhile, Serena and Dan talk about kissing one of them they shared the night before and Nate is too hot. He later sent a copy of the GG bomb to Vanessa, who was in Haiti for an internship. That night, Serena broke
up with Nate. Said she had to be alone for a while to find a way out. When the season begins in Belles de Jour, Serena is still trying to choose whether she wants to be with Nate or Dan. Meanwhile, Nate has begun a friendship with Juliet Sharp, a Columbia student who has a mysterious vendetta with
Serena. When Serena returns to New York, Both were made for her (dual identity). When the school started, Serena tried to be friendly with Nate, but he was cool to her. He said he didn't know until now that he was angry at her for leaving him and fleeing the city, where fashion night out Serena and Blair
revealed Juliet for sabotaging Serena's entry into Hamilton's house. However, Nate side-by-side with Juliet and stops talking to Serena (The Bachelor) in Easy J, Nate and Juliet break up, and Nate realizes that she's the one who provokes his anger towards Serena. They start hanging out again and
Serena asks Nate to act as a buffer for her at Blair's birthday party, so she won't flirt with her crushed professor. Colin Forrester (War on the Roses) However, Serena soon broke up with Colin. She later called Dan to say she wanted to talk to him about things and offered to wait for him as long as he
wanted. However, Nate appeared immediately after and confessed that he still had feelings for her and wanted to get back together. Dan arrives at the scene and Serena disappears upstairs to avoid choosing between the two (Juliet doesn't live here anymore). In Bushwick's witches, Eric and Eliot
Garfield create nate and Dan's Venn diagram to help Serena make a decision. Meanwhile, Juliet joins Vanessa and Juliet to ruin Serena's life. Jenny can swipe Serena's mobile phone SIM card and can send her a message. Meanwhile, Nate and Dan agree to invite each serena on the day, and whoever
she says is the one she wants to be with. When Jenny saw the message, she agreed to go on a date, both knew that Serena wouldn't show up either at Chuck Saints & Sinner party that night, Juliet and Jenny dressed and styled themselves like Serena and kissed Dan and Nate, respectively. Later that
night, the two confronted the real Serena to play a game with them, and each told her they had finished the game. After the party, Juliet drug-overdosed Serena and left her alone in a motel room. In Gaslit, Serena was hospitalized for an overdose. When Nate discovers he thinks Serena's doing it for the
attention and admits to Dan that this is a classic Serena trying to get everyone back into her game. He vowed not to fall in love with it anymore and gave up on pursuing her. In the season premiere, Right, Center Nate and Chuck visit Serena, who is working on a film based in Los Angeles, while Nate
helps Serena complete the project for her work. Nate started working at The New York Spectator and eventually became an editor (all pretty sources). Serena was also hired to write a blog about herself, titled S by S, on a car ride in the city with boys Blair and Chuck, seriously injured in a car accident,
and Gossip Girl abandoned her website. Soon after, Nate discovered that the car that crashed had been ordered to him, and he teamed up with Gossip Girl to find him. She later told Serena that he was doing it for marketing and she believed him until she saw an email from Gossip Girl, and then she
uploaded his back page and when Nate discovered he fired her. Meanwhile, Serena asks Tripp to explain the connection between the ordered car and Charlie Rhodes's ex Max Harding with a cash envelope. Tripp tried to blame the whole ordeal on Maureen, but Nate and his grandfather, William
Vanderbilt, emerged, had been listening to the conversation all the time. Tripp tells the whole truth and Nate cuts ties with William (father and bride). When Serena returned to Manhattan from her summer vacation, she brought her new boyfriend, Steven Spence. Meanwhile, Nate started dating journalism
student Sage Spence while out, Serena and Nate saw Steven and Sage together and misunderstood that they were cheating. At Serena's Central Park Conservancy event that night, it was revealed that Sage was Steven's daughter (high infidelity). In the New York finals series I Love You XOXO Nate
was there when Serena married Dan. Novel series[Edit] Before Serena left boarding school, Nate lost her virginity to her. Despite the fact that Nate was dating her best friend Blair Waldorf. Nate chose Blair in the first place, but then Serena... In the end, he ended up with the fact that he didn't want to get
between the two women. Memorable quotes[edit editing source] Season One[edit] Nate: But you're back now- Serena: I'm not coming back to you! Look, i'm Blair's my best friend, and she's her boyfriend, and she loves you. I didn't realize all of a sudden you're the most honest person in the world. - Wild
Brunch (1x02) __ Nate: In some ways, Serena: I'm not interested in married men. Yes, but I am, not a man.  Serena: Lady Catherine, that was my first experience with someone's fake boyfriend. Who knew I would end up in a career? Nate: Two years ago, at the Masquerade Ball, I tried to tell you that I
loved you. Serena: You love me? Nate: Of course I did, Serena, you're the most beautiful, amazing and living person I've ever known. - Last day of disco stick (3x10) __ I did not intend to hurt you. I hope we can return that night because this time I'll know you. Me, and you know, I love you - sixteen-year-
old Virgin (3x15) __ Nate: Whoa whoa, whoa, whoa. I found it in my mind to forgive you for kissing another man and you broke up with me? Serena: It didn't break up. It's just a break, not you. Nate: Oh, isn't it you, isn't it, Serena? If you leave, Serena: It's fair, Nate, I love you. Nate: Serena, you cheated
on me and Dan.
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